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Regime of the high seas: report by Mr. Francois (item
6 of the agenda) (A/CN.4/42) (continued)

Documentation

1. Mr. HUDSON wished to know whether the docu-
mentation which the Secretariat was to supply on the
question of the r6gime of the high seas would soon be
available to members. He himself regretted having been
compelled thus far to discuss that important question
without the help of all the relevant documentation.
2. Mr. LIANG (Secretary to the Commission) said that
the documentation in question, which had been promised
the previous year, consisted of a collection of laws,
rules and conventions relating to the regime of the high
seas. Part 1 dealt with the continental shelf, contiguous
zones and the policing of the high seas and Mr. Francois
had been given a typewritten copy of it. The documenta-
tion was now in the hands of the printers, but publication
had been delayed by technical difficulties. He hoped it
would be possible to distribute it within the next month
or two.

CHAPTER 11: CONTINENTAL SHELF {continued)

Article 9 (resumed from the 116th meeting)

3. Mr. HUDSON noted that the word " compulsory "
appeared in the text of article 9, as provisionally adopted
at the previous meeting, and which had just been circulated
to members. In his opinion the use of that word in the
article in question was nonsensical.
4. Mr. KERNO (Assistant Secretary-General) was going
to say the same thing. The word " compulsory " could

not, in fact, be used in a sentence which already included
the word " should ". Again, if the clause in question was
to be included in a convention having the force of law
as far as the States signing it were concerned, the word
was useless. Finally, the word " shall " should be sub-
stituted for " should ".
5. Mr. SPIROPOULOS was of the same opinion. As
he had explained at the meeting on the day before,
he had voted against the inclusion of the word " compul-
sory " because he considered that its use in the text in
question was absurd.1 Besides, it was impossible to
obtain an arbiter's ruling if one of the parties to the dispute
refused to co-operate. What could be done was to
obtain a decision of the International Court of Justice,
provided it had jurisdiction under the convention.

6. Mr. CORDOVA was surprised to see the Commission
constantly reverting to the same questions. He did not
think that it was possible to reverse a decision once taken.
7. The CHAIRMAN shared the minority opinion on
the article in question, but, like Mr. C6rdova, felt that
it was not possible to reverse a decision.
8. Mr. YEPES said that the discussions at the previous
day's meeting had clearly shown the necessity of studying
Mr. Scelle's report on arbitration (A/CN.4/46) at the
earliest possible moment.
9. While entirely at the Commission's disposal, Mr.
SCELLE considered that it would not be possible to
study more than a small part of his report.
10. Mr. FRANCOIS remarked that doubtless Mr.
Hudson did not wish to reopen the whole question, but
was only suggesting that article 9 be redrafted.
11. Mr. HUDSON wanted to delete the word " compul-
sory ". To Mr. Cordova, who suggested substituting
" shall " for " should ", he said that that change would be
useless, because a State could not be compelled to
accept arbitration.
12. According to Mr. FRANCOIS and Mr. CORDO-
VA, Mr. Hudson was thinking of something more
fundamental than a redraft.
13. Mr. AMADO believed that, as arbitration was the
only other solution, it became ipso facto compulsory.
14. Mr. LIANG (Secretary to the Commission) had
read the text in question with great care and, in his
opinion, it did not make sense. The difficulty arose from
the fact that there was confusion between two ideas.
The word " arbitration " lacked precision. Prior agree-
ment by the States concerned for recourse to arbitration
was a prerequisite for any such procedure. If, on the
other hand, it were stated that arbitration was compulsory,
it became by that fact automatic. It was therefore a
question of principle rather than one of wording. The
majority's wishes had not been clearly expressed. He
proposed that it be specifically stated that, failing agree-
ment, States were under the obligation to submit their
dispute to arbitration, even where there was no prior
agreement to that effect. Unless that were done the
article would remain obscure and lend itself to criticism
by the scientifically-minded.

See summary record of the 116th meeting, para. 104.
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15. According to Mr. ALFARO, it was not a question
of knowing whether the draft under consideration was
to become a convention or not. The whole of the Commis-
sion's work in regard to the progressive development of
international law led up to the establishment of conven-
tions. Should the General Assembly approve the princi-
ples adopted by the Commission in regard to the question
of the continental shelf, the draft would result in a
convention, rather than in a simple declaration or
recommendation.
16. As regards the compulsory character of arbitration,
he considered that, where two or more States had accepted
the principle of compulsory arbitration, the agreement
was not for the purpose of expressing their willingness to
arbitrate, but for the specific enumeration of the questions
at issue. A number of treaties and conventions contained
provisions as to the manner in which the arbitral tribunal
should be constituted, when one of the parties to the
dispute took no action. At the moment, however, the
Commission was only stating the principle of compulsory
arbitration, and not an arbitration procedure.

17. Mr. HSU recognized that the majority of the
Commission were in favour of the concept of compulsory
arbitration, but he felt that it might, perhaps, form
the subject of a commentary.
18. The CHAIRMAN did not consider it advisable
to reopen the discussion on that question, unless one
of the members of the majority were anxious to reverse
his vote.
19. Mr. YEPES remarked that the following formula,
which was to be found in the section of Mr. Francois'
report dealing with the resources of the sea, might be
acceptable: " If a State considers that its interests
have been unfairly injured . . . and if the two States are
unable to reach agreement on the subject, the dispute
shall be submitted to the International Court of Justice." 2

20. Mr. FRANCOIS proposed the wording: " Failing
agreement, the dispute shall be submitted to arbitration."
21. Mr. YEPES supported Mr. Fran?ois' proposal but
considered that the phrase " by the International Court
of Justice " should be added.
22. Mr. EL KHOURY said that the votes cast against
the inclusion of the word " compulsory" had not
resulted from any dislike of the concept itself, but had
been due to the fact that the members concerned had
considered that it might offend the dignity of States.
Nevertheless, a State refusing to reach agreement had to
be put under the obligation of submitting to arbitration.
23. Mr. SPIROPOULOS proposed another formula:
" Failing agreement, the parties are under the obligation
to have boundaries fixed by arbitration." He considered
that the Commission should provide for the contingency
of one party refusing to submit the dispute to arbitration.
24. Mr. FRANCOIS and Mr. YEPES withdrew their
proposals in favour of that of Mr. Spiropoulos.

Mr. Spiropoulos' proposal was adopted by 10 votes to 2.
Additional article proposed by Mr. Yepes

25. Mr. YEPES proposed that the draft under consid-
eration be completed by the addition of a new article
reading:

" The rights of control and jurisdiction referred to
in the present Chapter belong, up to a distance of
twenty miles beyond the coast, to all coastal States,
even if they do not possess a continental shelf in the
geological sense."

26. His reasons for suggesting that additional article
were that, at its second session the Commission, after
having accepted the first part of a proposal by Mr. Hudson
establishing the right of control and jurisdiction, had,
by 6 votes to 4 with 2 abstentions, adopted a formula
proposed by Mr. Brierly denning the scope of that part
in the following terms: " The area for such control
and jurisdiction will need definition but it need not
depend on the existence of a continental shelf."3 That
meant that in the previous year the Commission had
undertaken to do something for States that did not
possess a continental shelf in the geological sense.

27. Again, in its report to the General Assembly on its
second session, the Commission had said that "it would
be unjust to countries having no continental shelf if the
granting of the right (of control and jurisdiction) were
made dependent on the existence of such a shelf".4

28. The Commission had, therefore, given a formal
undertaking to advocate provisions for the benefit of
States that did not have a continental shelf. Furthermore,
the prevailing trend in Latin American countries, and
even in the whole of America, was for an extension of
State control over territorial waters to the waters beyond.
Without being qualified to interpret President Truman's
proclamation, he considered that it amounted to such
an extension.

29. In his opinion the time had come to fulfil the
Commission's promises of the preceding year and that
was why he had drafted the article he had submitted
to the Commission, That article, moreover, was based
on a proposal of the French branch of the International
Law Association, and in view of the importance of that
branch, he felt that his proposal should receive very
careful consideration.
30. Mr. HUDSON maintained that, in adopting
article 1 of Mr. Francois' draft, the Commission had,
in fact, complied with Mr. Yepes' wishes, since shallow
waters were included in the definition of the continental
shelf contained in that article.
31. Mr. YEPES claimed that the article in question did
not cover the cases to which his proposal referred.
Chile and Peru, for instance, with deep water immediately
adjacent to their coasts, had neither a continental shelf
nor shallow waters.
32. Mr. HUDSON admitted that the definition in
article 1 was not, in fact, applicable to the two countries
in question. But it would be of no help to them to
grant them a right of control and jurisdiction over the

2 A/CN.4/42, p. 37 (mimeographed English text); para. 80
(printed French text).

8 See summary record of the 67th meeting, para. 75.
4 Official Records of the General Assembly, Fifth Session, Supple-

ment No. 12 (A/1316), para. 198.
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sea-bed, as it was impossible to exploit the subsoil at
such depths.
33. Mr. FRANCOIS did not understand Mr. Yepes'
point of view. The latter was mistaken in saying that
shallow waters were not included under the definition
given in article 1. In his proposal Mr. Yepes was speaking
of something quite different, as he wished all States to
have a right of control and jurisdiction up to a distance
of twenty miles from the coast, even though there were
no continental shelf or shallow waters off their shores.
That was exactly what the French branch of the Inter-
national Law Association had proposed and the Com-
mission had rejected.

34. Mr. Yepes had omitted to say that, in the very
paragraph of the report on its second session quoted
by him, the Commission had stated that " where the
depth of the waters permitted exploitation (the right of
control and of jurisdiction) should not necessarily depend
on the existence of a continental shelf". He denied
that the Commission had departed from the text it had
adopted the year before.

35. Again, exploitation of the continental shelf was
technically impossible at a depth of over 200 metres.
No continental shelf could therefore be found at a distance
of twenty miles from the coast.
36. He regretted to have to say that Mr. Yepes' proposal
was not acceptable.

37. Mr. YEPES once more recalled that the Commis-
sion had expressed the opinion that it would be unjust
to countries having no continental shelf, if the granting
of the right of control and jurisdiction were made to
depend on the existence of such a shelf. He called on the
Commission to make good its undertaking.

38. Mr. EL KHOURY pointed out that Mr. Yepes*
proposal was identical with the one he himself had put
forward, and which the Commission had rejected. That
proposal was for the establishment of a minimum distance
for the delimitation of the continental shelf.5 In his
opinion the adoption of Mr. Yepes' proposal could do
no harm whether the sea-bed was exploitable or not.

39. Mr. AMADO recalled that, at the Commission's
67th meeting, Mr. Brierly had been chosen as mediator
on the question whether the right of control and juris-
diction depended on the existence of a continental shelf.
Mr. Brierly had said that if the Commission were to
confer the right of control and jurisdiction exclusively
on countries which had a continental shelf, it would be
committing an injustice towards those which did not
have one. It was he, again, who had suggested that
the area over which the right could be exercised need
not depend on the existence of a continental shelf.6

40. It should be borne in mind that technical progress
might one day make it possible to exploit the sea-bed
at great depths.

41. Mr. HUDSON considered that Mr. el Khoury's
suggestion might be studied when the Commission came

6 Summary record of the 113th meeting, paras. 74, 75 and 107.
6 See summary record of the 67th meeting, para. 65.

to examine the question of territorial waters. He himself
could not conceive of States being granted a right of
control and jurisdiction for purposes of exploiting the
continental shelf, in cases where there was neither a
continental shelf nor any possibility of exploitation.

42. Mr. EL KHOURY remarked that he had never
considered extending the right of sovereignty over
territorial waters up to twenty miles.

43. Mr. CORDOVA considered that the Commission
was dealing with a very difficult question. By imposing
easements on the principle of the freedom of the high
seas in favour of States able to exploit the sea-bed, it was,
in practice, merely endorsing the proclamations of certain
States, particularly American States. There was however
no valid legal basis for such a course. It disregarded the
technical possibilities of the future. In his opinion all
coastal States had, to a certain degree, the right of
exploiting the sea-bed.

44. In the view of Mr. AMADO, the Commission
would be taking a very serious and dangerous step if it
decided to grant the right of control and jurisdiction to
all countries.
45. The CHAIRMAN wished to clarify his statements
of the preceding year. What he had wished to say was
that if a State had shallow waters off its coasts, but no
continental shelf in the geological sense, it should not,
merely on that account, be deprived of the right to
exploit the natural resources of the sea-bed. States in
that position should be given the same treatment as those
possessing a continental shelf in the geological sense.
It had by no means been his intention to suggest that
unfavourable geological conditions, imposed on States by
nature, could be remedied by legal enactments. It was
completely useless to grant rights of control and juris-
diction to Chile, for instance, which had neither a
continental shelf nor shallow waters off its coast.

46. Mr. HSU said that at the time of the discussions
of the preceding year, the members of the Commission
had not been very sure what definition of the continental
shelf they proposed to adopt. In his opinion the one the
Commission had adopted the present year was much
more equitable. No useful purpose would be served
by fixing, as Mr. Yepes had proposed, a distance up to
which coastal States could exercise rights of control
and jurisdiction, if they were unable to exploit the bed
and subsoil of the sea. It would however be justifiable to
grant such a right to the States bordering the Persian
Gulf, since that gulf was not very deep. The same thing
applied to the Gulf of Po Hai in the Far East and to
a number of other shallow areas — the sea-bed and
subsoil of which might be exploited in the future. The
equitable rule was that adopted by the Commission for
article 1.

47. Mr. SCELLE had been very much impressed by
Mr. Cordova's statement. In his opinion the 200 metre
rule, adopted by the Commission, was actually valueless.
It was known that it was, at the moment, impossible to
exploit the sea-bed at a depth of more than seventy
metres. Why, then, had the limit of 200 metres been
adopted? If Chile for instance, whose coasts were
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washed by very deep waters, succeeded in finding a
means of access to submarine resources from its coasts
why should she be prevented? Why make an exception
in favour of countries with shallow coastal waters?
The entire fabric of the continental shelf seemed to him
completely artificial. Furthermore, he was afraid it served
the purposes of special interests instead of corresponding
to a legal concept, or a geological or scientific fact.
48. Mr. HUDSON replied that the 200-metre rule had
been adopted because it conformed to a specific geological
formation found along many coasts. It was known,
moreover, that it was for the time being impossible to
exploit the sea-bed at a greater depth and was not expected
that such exploitation would be possible in the future.
49. Mr. AMADO again referred to the discussions at
the Commission's 67th meeting and observed that all the
members had found the question perplexing. Thus
Mr. Sandstrom had asked why Sweden, for example,
a country without a continental shelf, should not have
the right of exploring and exploiting the subsoil of the
Baltic, in so far as, by so doing, she did not prejudice
the freedom of the seas, particularly from the point of
view of navigation and fishing.7

50. He himself would be very glad to find a solution to
the problem, but he wondered whether Mr. Yepes'
proposal, which amounted to granting all States a right
of control and jurisdiction by extending the zone of
territorial waters into the high seas, constituted a satis-
factory solution. Supposing the twenty-mile limit were
acceptable to States that did not possess a continental
shelf, it would be very necessary to add a provision
safeguarding the regime of the high seas. Such an excep-
tion to the freedom of the high seas required a great
deal of justifying.

51. In reply to questions by Mr. Scelle, Mr. SAND-
STROM said that there was no question of extending
easements to the regime of the high seas beyond what
was necessary for the purpose in view, which was,
specifically, to enable the exploitation of the subsoil.
The 200-metre limit went far beyond the existing possi-
bilities of exploitation, but made adequate provision for
future developments over a considerable period. They
must not go farther than that.
52. Mr. SCELLE, on the other hand, was in favour of
going much further. In defining the continental shelf
from the legal angle, it was necessary to take into account
its resources, which should be exploited in the interests
of the international community and not with a view to
making profits for some company or other. In his opin-
ion, all States enjoying access to submarine resources
from their coasts, or from their territorial waters, should
have the right to exploit such resources, irrespective of
depth or distance. In his opinion, what was required was
an abstract definition of the right of States to exploit
all resources of the sea.

53. Mr. FRANCOIS repeated that the 200-metre rule
did not have the arbitrary character attributed to it by
Mr. Scelle. Geologically, the continental shelf could not,
in general, extend beyond a depth of 200 metres, as it

Ibid.

then reached the continental slope. That was the reason
for the adoption of a depth of 200 metres. Should
subsequent technical developments make exploitation
possible at greater depths, the rules could be revised.
54. Mr. CORDOVA was under the impression that,
by making an exception in favour of countries which
did not possess a continental shelf, but did have shallow
waters, the Commission was favouring certain selfish
interests. In his opinion the Commission should aim
at a higher ideal, and grant all coastal States, without
exception, the right to exploit the natural resources of
the sea-bed off their coasts.
55. Mr. YEPES wished to answer Mr. Brierly's charge
that his proposal sought to correct inequalities imposed
by nature. By approving article 1, the Commission had
adopted, for the benefit of countries which did not possess
a continental shelf, a criterion other than that of the
continental shelf, to wit, that of shallow waters. But
it now refused to take similar action in favour of countries
with very deep coastal waters. In his opinion, that was
contradictory.
56. In reply to Mr. Francois' statement to the effect
that the continental shelf did not, in general, extend
beyond a depth of 200 metres, he would say that there
were, in fact, three continental shelves. The first extended
to a depth of 200 metres; beyond it came another des-
cending to a depth of 600 metres, but still considered as
an extension of the land; beyond that, and extending
to a depth of approximately 1,000 metres, there was a
third continental shelf.
57. In practice, exploitation of the continental shelf
was at the moment restricted to a depth of approximately
200 metres, but who could say what the position would
be in 100 years' time?
58. Mr. EL KHOURY proposed the substitution in
Mr. Yepes' text of the words " twenty miles beyond
territorial waters " for the words " twenty miles from the
coast". In reply to a question by Mr. ALFARO, he
maintained that the above provision would not affect
the regime of the high seas.
59. Mr. YEPES accepted the amendment.
60. Mr. CORDOVA wanted to know whether a State
whose continental shelf extended beyond the suggested
distance of twenty miles would have the right to exploit
the whole of the shelf, if it were materially possible to
do so.
61. Mr. EL KHOURY replied in the affirmative, but
again maintained that the regime of the high seas would
not be affected thereby.
62. Mr. HSU also wished to propose as an amendment
to Mr. Yepes' proposal, that the last part of the sentence
be modified to read: " to all the coastal States which
do not possess a continental shelf as defined in article 1 ".
63. Mr. YEPES accepted Mr. Hsu's amendment.
64. Mr. FRANCOIS pointed out that the objections
had still not been met. There might be a State with a
narrow continental shelf. Was that State to have rights
of control and jurisdiction up to a distance of twenty
miles, even though the continental shelf, in the legal
sense of the term, did not extend so far? There was
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no purpose in accepting a provision which revived all
the difficulties which the Commission had already disposed
of. He could not urge too strongly that Mr. Yepes'
and Mr. Hsu's proposal be not adopted.

65. The CHAIRMAN read out Mr. Yepes' proposal
as amended by Mr. el Khoury and Mr. Hsu:

" The rights of control and jurisdiction referred to
in the present chapter belong, up to a distance of
twenty miles beyond territorial waters, to all the
coastal States which do not possess a continental shelf
as defined in article 1."

The proposal was adopted by 6 votes to 5.

66. Mr. AMADO explained that he had abstained
because the sense of the proposal was not clear to him.
67. Mr. SCELLE explained that he had voted against
the proposal because he did not see why the distance
should be fixed at twenty miles.

68. Mr. HUDSON said that the adoption of such a
text deprived the notion of a continental shelf of all
meaning.
69. A discussion followed as to whether the adoption
by a small majority of a proposal, the complete text
of which had not been circulated, should be considered
as final. The proposal was, moreover, contrary to the
principle adopted by the Commission on the occasion
of previous votes.

70. Mr. CORDOVA, Mr. SCELLE and Mr. YEPES
accepted the decision as final. Mr. HUDSON and Mr.
FRANCOIS were doubtful, and the latter reserved the
right to bring up the question again after Mr. Hsu's
amendment had been circulated in writing.

71. Mr. CORDOVA could understand that the members
who had voted against the article, adopted by the Com-
mission, might find it difficult to ask for the discussion
to be reopened. As the object of all the Commission's
members was to find the most satisfactory legal solution,
those who had voted in favour of the text adopted would
like to make it known that they were prepared to reopen
the discussion. They had not, however, the intention of
starting a long exchange of views. He, personally,
proposed the establishment of a sub-committee to
examine the difficulties arising from the possibility of
exploiting the bed and subsoil of the sea, where there
was no continental shelf in the legal sense of the term.
A country which did not possess a continental shelf
because the sea-bed lay at a depth of 250 metres should
nevertheless have the right to exploit that sea-bed and
its subsoil.
72. He proposed that a sub-committee be set up,
composed of Mr. Alfaro, Mr. Francois, Mr. Hudson and
Mr. Scelle, to study those difficulties. The sub-committee
should examine the position of the many countries which
did not have a continental shelf, but nevertheless wished
to be in a position to exploit the sea-bed and its subsoil.
Mr. Scelle quite rightly considered that, if a country was
in a position to exploit the sea-bed from its mainland
for a greater distance than the limits of the continental
shelf, it had the right to do so. In fact, if an exception
to the general principle was made in favour of shallow

waters, there was no reason why a similar exception should
not also be made in some other cases.

73. Mr. AMADO considered that the reason why the
Commission was concerned with the continental shelf,
and was trying to settle questions related thereto, was
that the matter appertained to the regime of the high seas.
The questions of which Mr. Cordova had spoken could
be dealt with when it came to the discussion of other
parts of Mr. Francois' report. He had noted that the
Commission was inclined to examine the whole system of
the high seas instead of confining itself to the continental
shelf.

74. Mr. Yepes' proposal which had been discussed the
year before had very much impressed him, because they
were then engaged in a general study of the report.
The question was whether the Commission wanted a
series of articles dealing exclusively with the continental
shelf, or whether it wanted to include under that head
all related subjects.
75. Mr. CORDOVA said that the Commission was not,
at the moment, dealing with the exploitation of the
bed and subsoil of the submarine areas of the high
seas, but with the exclusive rights to be given to coastal
States. It was necessary to specify the scope of the
easements established in the interests of such States. It
was not a question, for instance, of examining the
possibility of laying a pipeline in the middle of the ocean,
but as to whether coastal States had rights over a given
submarine area by reason of the existence of a continental
shelf or of exploitable resources, which were accessible
from their territory.

76. Mr. EL KHOURY said he had voted in favour of
Mr. Yepes' proposal, as amended by Mr. Hsu, but after
seeing the written text now felt a little uneasy. The
proposal referred to coastal states that had no continental
shelf and gave them rights of control and jurisdiction
up to a distance of twenty miles. On the other hand,
States which had a continental shelf of a width of five
miles, for instance, would have no rights beyond the
limits of that shelf. He wanted rights of control and
jurisdiction to be given to all coastal states up to a
distance of twenty miles. Only a slight change of wording
was required.
77. He proposed that a full stop be inserted after the
words " coastal States " and that the rest of the sentence
be deleted. He wanted all states to have those rights,
irrespective of the depth of the water, or the existence of
a continental shelf.
78. The CHAIRMAN had understood that Mr. Cordova
proposed the establishment of a sub-committee to draft
a text which would be acceptable to all. In his opinion
Mr. el Khoury's amendment did not fulfil that condition.

79. Mr. YEPES remarked that Mr. Hsu had stated
that his amendment only consisted in changing the last
few words of his proposal by referring to the definition
in article 1, but he noticed that the text which had been
distributed read: " t o all coastal states which do not
possess a continental shelf. . . " , while his own text said:
" to all coastal states, even if they do not possess a
continental shelf in the geological sense ".
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80. He would not have agreed to the amendment as
circulated, and it was therefore in error that he had
voted " yes ".
81. Mr. CORDOVA considered that the sub-commit-
tee's terms of reference should be to study all questions
relating to the exclusive right of coastal states to exploit
the bed and subsoil of the sea and then to submit a report.
He added that its members would doubtless bear in
mind what had been said during the discussion, and also
Mr. Yepes' and Mr. el Khoury's proposals.

82. Mr. YEPES supported Mr. Cordova's proposal.
All efforts to reach unanimity were welcome.
83. Mr. ALFARO explained that the idea in establishing
a sub-committee was that it should review the work
done up to that time, as the Commission had in some
cases taken decisions to which sufficient thought had not
been given. There was, no doubt, much in common
between Mr. Yepes' article as amended by Mr. Hsu and
article 1.
84. It was desirable to be clear as to whether the Com-
mission was dealing with the continental shelf from the
geological rather than from the legal angle. All the
various points needed prolonged study in a calm at-
mosphere by those who had expressed opposing views
during those discussions. The sub-committee would
examine all those questions from Mr. Scelle's point of
view as well. All shades of opinion should be represented
on the sub-committee, even Mr. Amado's who had said
that approval of the article impinged on the question of
the high seas.
85. Mr. AMADO referred to the wording of article 2
and observed that, in discussing it, the Commission had
disregarded the fundamental problem of the exploration
and exploitation of the natural resources of the continen-
tal shelf. Talking of the high seas had led to the re-
opening of the whole question of territorial waters.
Account had to be taken of the point of view of the
coastal State and its desire to exploit the resources of the
sea. Article 2 did so, but Mr. Yepes' proposal did not,
and while granting States, as did that of Mr. el Khoury,
an extension of their maritime territory, did not specify
the object in view which was the exploitation of the
natural resources. He really did not know what instruc-
tions should be given to the sub-committee.

86. Mr. CORDOVA said that the Commission had,
hitherto, only examined the question whether it was
possible to make an exception to the regime of the high
seas in favour of coastal States with a continental shelf.
But Mr. Yepes had maintained that it was possible to
make an exception as well in favour of States that did
not possess a continental shelf. Legally speaking, there
could be no continental shelf where the sea had a depth
of more than 250 metres, but if the exploitable resources
were, for instance, at a distance of a kilometre from the
coast, the coastal State might attach importance to the
possession of a monopoly over the subsoil of the sea-bed
in that area. The right to dig a tunnel, for instance,
near to the coast should be dependent on the grant of a
concession by the coastal State. That should be the
basic principle. He was entirely in favour of giving coastal

States rights up to a distance of twenty miles from the
coast, where the resources of the subsoil of submarine
areas could be exploited.
87. There followed a discussion on the composition of
the Sub-Committee.
88. Mr. SCELLE could not in all fairness agree to
serve on such a Committee. He did not accept the notion
of the continental shelf which in his opinion was nothing
but a legal fiction and did not correspond to anything
concrete.

It was decided that the Sub-Committee comprise Mr.
Francois, Mr. Cordova, Mr. Hudson and Mr. Yepes.1'
89. While Mr. HUDSON did not regard the matter in
quite the same light as several other members of the
Commission, and did not understand Mr. Yepes' point
of view, he felt that he must hold himself at the Commis-
sion's disposal.
90. He suggested to the rapporteur the inclusion in the
comment of the following clause:

" The following paragraphs are not intended to
limit exploitation of the natural resources of the con-
tinental shelf by means of tunnels from the continent".

91. That clause had been suggested to him by Mr.
Scelle's remarks. He had studied under-sea coal mines in
many parts of the world. They were to be found in
Chile, Nova Scotia and the United Kingdom. Subject
to correction, there were none at a greater depth than
approximately 600 feet.
92. The CHAIRMAN said the sub-committee would
go into the matter.
93. Mr. HSU considered that the term "shallow
submarine areas " should be substituted for " continental
shelf".
94. Mr. FRANCOIS recalled that the same proposal
had already been rejected on two occasions.
95. Mr. HSU replied that a decision in the matter
had only been deferred. He wished to suggest that the
change be made as the term employed gave rise to
misunderstanding. He would not, however, press the
matter.
96. He asked what it was proposed to do in regard to
the paragraphs of the report preceding the conclusion.
He read out the following sentence from the report:

"The International Law Commission had already
discussed this argument and rejected it because of the
impossibility of putting it into practice."8

97. In his opinion that sentence was not accurate.
It would be more correct to say that the International
Law Commission had not discussed the exploitation
of natural resources by the international community as
a whole — the subject of the above-mentioned paragraph
— because generally speaking it did not approve of it.
It was not accurate to speak of rejection, since the
matter had not been put to the vote. Further on the
rapporteur spoke of the impossibility of putting it into

7o The report of the sub-committee was discussed at the 123rd
meeting.

8 A/CN.4/42, p. 66, para. 3 (mimeographed English text);
para. 156 (printed French text).
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practice, but how could it be said that it was not possible
when the matter had not been discussed. There were,
on the contrary, many examples of international control.
It might not be possible in certain cases; thus the adminis-
tration of the Samoan Islands had had to be divided
between several countries. In other cases, however,
control by the international community was possible.
If it were not, neither the International Court of Justice,
nor the United Nations would be in existence. It was,
therefore, going too far to say that exploitation under
international control was impossible. In any case the
Commission had not said so.
98. Mr. FRANCOIS replied by reading out the follow-
ing clause from the Commission's report on its second
session:

" One member of the Commission expressed the
view that the exploitation of the products of the
continental shelf might be entrusted to the international
community; the other members considered that there
were insurmountable difficulties in the way of such
internationalization ".9

He believed that the sentence quoted by Mr. Hsu gave
an accurate summary of that clause.

CHAPTER 7: RESOURCES OF THE SEA

99. Mr. FRANCOIS said that the Commission's
report on its second session contained the following
clause:

" The Commission requested the Special Rapporteur
to study the problem of protecting the resources of
the sea for the benefit of all mankind by the generalizing
of measures laid down in bilateral or multilateral
treaties."10

100. He had tried to carry out those instructions and
had not suggested any article or convention, as that
would be an impossibility as things stood at the moment.
The Commission should find a way of reaching a solution
to the problem. It was easy to say that the resources of
the sea would be kept distinct from the continental shelf,
but it could not be denied that in their proclamations
a number of States had not drawn that distinction.
There was, in fact, a very close relationship between
those two questions. In increasing the width of the
continental shelf to 200 miles, Chile and Peru had been
concerned with the protection of the resources of the
sea and of fisheries. If the Commission only intended
to lay down rules for the continental shelf and did not
recognize fishing rights, it was certain that Chile and
Peru would raise objections and state that they could
not accept the Commission's rule in regard to the conti-
nental shelf, so long as they were left in ignorance of its
views in regard to the protection of the resources of the
sea. The Commission was, therefore, under the necessity
of taking a position in regard to that problem.
101. Mr. Cordova's comment of the year before was
very pertinent. The existing rule was not satisfactory.
The difficulty arose, not in regard to conventions to

8 Official Records of the General Assembly, Fifth Session, Supple-
ment No. 12 (A/1316), para. 198.

10 Ibid., para. 193.

which all States were parties, but where there was no
convention, or where some States were not prepared to
accede to the existing convention. He had tried to for-
mulate some sort of regulation for the protection of the
resources of the sea. It was, in the first place, necessary
to make a very clear distinction between the protection
of the resources of the sea and the question of fishing
in general. The latter question should not be overlooked,
but it might well raise more difficulties than that of the
protection of the resources of the sea. Actually, as
regards the latter, everyone was agreed that measures
had to be taken, not only in the economic interests of the
various States, but also to prevent the extermination of
the marine fauna. He did not think that anyone would
object to the establishment of a multilateral regulation
to that end, if it were not for the fear that some States
would use such a regulation to obtain special advantages
for themselves. He had said as much on page 37 (mimeo-
graphed English text; para. 81, printed French text) of
his report (A/CN.4/42):

" The Rapporteur wishes to emphasize that in his
view a very clear distinction should be made between
the establishment of a protective zone such as that
envisaged above, and the recognition of a contiguous
zone for purposes of fishing rights (see page 50).
The purpose of establishing a contiguous zone for
fisheries is to grant exclusive fishing rights in that zone
to the coastal State, whereas the zone envisaged in
our proposal is designed to protect the resources of
the sea, and excludes any preferential treatment for
the coastal State with respect to fishing rights."

102. That was why he had proposed to give the coastal
State special and exclusive rights for the protection of
the resources of the sea up to a distance of 200 miles
from the coast. But there also, it would, of course,
be necessary to guard against abuse. He had not been
able to do that in any other way than by subjecting the
exercise of such rights by States to the control of the
International Court of Justice:

" If a State considers that its interests have been
unfairly injured by restriction of the kind provided
for in the first paragraph, and if the two States are
unable to reach agreement on the subject, the dispute
shall be submitted to the International Court of
Justice " (Ibid., para. 80, printed French text).

103. He had confined himself in the above passage
from his report to stating a principle, and he also accepted
arbitration in advance. He repeated that if the principle
were accepted that the coastal State should have the
exclusive right to enact measures of that type, provision
should be made right from the beginning for the preven-
tion of abuses.
104. Mr. YEPES remarked that the report said:

" Every coastal State shall be entitled to declare,
in a zone 200 sea miles wide contiguous to its territorial
waters, the restrictions necessary to protect the resources
of the sea . . . " (Ibid.).

105. The Rapporteur therefore said that the coastal
State had the right to exercise its control and jurisdiction
over that area.
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106. Mr. FRANCOIS stated that that right was granted
exclusively for the protection of the marine fauna.
It was not a right of sovereignty but, just as the coastal
State had been acknowledged to possess a right of
exploration and exploitation over the continental shelf,
so in the case under consideration it was acknowledged
to possess the necessary rights for the protection of the
marine fauna.

107. Mr. HUDSON had done his best to follow Mr.
Francois' line of thought in regard to the continental
shelf but Mr. Francois would perhaps permit him to
say that he found it very difficult in regard to the question
under discussion.

108. He could not find that the report made any mention
of the very important international convention signed
at Washington on 8 February 1949 for the protection
of the North-west Atlantic Fisheries.11 The underlying
concept of that convention, signed by eleven States, as well
as of many other agreements signed during the last few
years, including the agreement between the United States
and Mexico signed in Mexico on 25 January 194912

(Convention for the Establishment of an International
Commission for the Scientific Investigation of Tuna),
for instance, was that the protection of marine fauna
was in no way a responsibility of the coastal State.
He did not wish to examine the question from the angle
of the competence of the coastal State, but to start from
the basic principles, firstly, that conservation was necessa-
ry, and, secondly, that it was incumbent on the States
whose nationals engaged in the fishing to provide that
protection, irrespective of whether the number of such
States were one or eleven.

109. Article VIII of the Convention for the North-west
Atlantic Fisheries provided that the Commission it
established was to be empowered to take the following
measures : establishing open and closed seasons ; establish-
ing size limits for any species; prescribing the fishing
gear and appliances the use of which was prohibited,
and an overall catch limit for any species of fish. That
Convention was open to all States whose nationals came
to fish in that area.

110. He wished to draw particular attention to article
XIII:

" The Contracting Governments agree to invite the
attention of any Government not a party to this
Convention to any matter relating to the fishing
activities in the Convention area of the nationals or
vessels of that Government which appear to affect
adversely the operations of the Commission or the
carrying out of the objectives of this Convention."

111. He would like to see the notions he had just
propounded serve as a basis for the Commission's work.
His proposed text followed the lines of the most recent
international conventions and read as follows:

" The States whose nationals are engaged in fishing
in any area of the high seas may regulate and control
fishing activities in such area for the purpose of

conserving its resources against extermination. If only
the nationals of a single State are thus engaged in an
area, that State may take such measures in that area.
If the nationals of several States are thus engaged in
an area, such measures shall be taken by those States
in concert. In any case, however, no area may be
closed to the entry of nationals of other States to
engage in fishing activities."

112. It would be seen that only States whose nationals
were engaged in fishing in the area were concerned.
If for instance Mexican fishermen came there to fish,
Mexico should sign the convention. The States concerned
should take the necessary measures of conservation in
concert. He preferred to study the question in the light
of the most recent international conventions.
113. He asked Mr. Francois whether the latter had
any objection to that approach to the problem and
whether he would make room for it in his report, even
though he were not prepared to substitute it for his own.
114. Mr. KERNO (Assistant Secretary-General) wished
in the first place to make a comment of a general nature,
applicable to both Mr. Hudson's and Mr. Francois'
concepts. Rules for the protection of the resources of the
sea should be established in the general interests of
mankind. Would it not therefore be advisable to include,
in any recommendation the Commission might make, a
paragraph to the effect that international rules established
by States Members of the United Nations or by the
States concerned should be brought to the notice of
the United Nations, in order that the Economic and
Social Council, whose duty it was to watch over the well-
being of mankind, might be kept informed of what was
being done in that field. Such conventions would, of
course, be communicated to it for information only.
115. Mr. SCELLE said that Mr. Hudson's concept was
extremely interesting as it approached fairly close to
what might be called a regional understanding, in the
sense of an agreement between peoples exploiting specific
sea areas. Such a concept was just as constructive as
that of the continental shelf was anarchic. That was
why he was ready to support it.
116. Mr. HUDSON recalled that the President of the
United States, at the time of publishing his proclamation
on the continental shelf, had also issued a proclamation
relating to the question of the resources of the sea.13

The Secretariat memorandum (A/CN.4/32) did not devote
enough attention to the question. He recommended the
terms of the proclamation to the attention of the
Commission:

" Where such activities have been or shall hereafter
be developed and maintained by its nationals alone,
the United States regards it as proper to establish
explicitly bounded conservation zones in which
fishing activities shall be subject to the regulation and
control of the United States. Where such activities
have been or shall hereafter be legitimately developed
and maintained jointly by nationals of the United
States and nationals of other States, explicitly bounded

11 United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 157, pp. 157-183.
12 American Journal of International Law, vol. 45 (1951), p. 40.

13 Proclamation of 28 September 1945, American Journal of
International Law, vol. 40 (1946), Appendix, pp. 46-47.
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conservation zones may be established under agree-
ments between the United States and such other States;
and all fishing activities in such zones shall be subject
to regulation and control as provided in such agree-
ments."

That was an important statement of policy.
The meeting rose at 1 p.m.
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Regime of the high seas: report by Mr. Francois (item
6 of the agenda) (A/CN.4/42) (continued)

CHAPTER 7: RESOURCES OF THE SEA (continued)

1. The CHAIRMAN recalled that Mr. Hudson had put
forward an alternative text. He asked Mr. Francois to
state his views on it.
2. Mr. FRANCOIS said that Mr. Hudson's text did
not seem to him to go far enough, as it left matters very
much in the status quo. The United States had already
gone further than Mr. Hudson proposed to do. The
latter, in effect, suggested that it be left to the States
concerned to come to an agreement in regard to regulations
for the protection of the resources of the sea, but from
President Truman's proclamation it would be seen that
the United States laid claim to a special zone where
American nationals would enjoy special rights. It was
true that the proclamation referred to negotiations with
a view to an agreement, but that did not alter the fact
that a claim was made to a special zone in which the
coastal State would have special rights in regard to the
protection of the marine fauna. While that point of
view was comprehensible, he felt that the Commission
should look for something else than the solution proposed
by Mr. Hudson.

3. His own text was based on an idea expressed by
Mr. Cordova during the second session1 to the effect
that the coastal State, by reason of its special interests,
had the right to take measures to ensure the protection
of the marine fauna off its coasts. The system he proposed
to the Commission provided adequate safeguards against
the coastal State exceeding its rights. In addition, it was
made an essential condition that, in the case of dispute,
the coastal State must be prepared to accept arbitration.

4. Mr. Hudson's proposal, on the other hand, did not
contain any reference to arbitration. It only provided
that the States concerned should come to an agreement.
It was to be feared that, in such case, powerful States
would impose their will on weaker ones. Under his
system, on the other hand, all States would be on the
same level.

5. It was possible that the great Powers would not be
prepared to accept that system, but he did not believe
that States which related the question of the continental
shelf to that of the protection of the resources of the
sea would accept a system such as that proposed by
Mr. Hudson.
6. In reply to a question by Mr. Yepes, Mr. HUDSON
stated that his text was intended to replace the first two
paragraphs of Mr. Francois' proposal (A/CN.4/42, p. 37
mimeographed English text; para. 80, printed French
text).
7. He did not understand how Mr. Francois could say
that his (Mr. Hudson's) proposal did not go as far as
President Truman's proclamation. Admittedly that
proclamation referred to " contiguous zones ", which his
text did not, but the second and third sentences of his
proposal were taken almost word for word from President
Truman's proclamation.
8. Furthermore, he had stipulated in the last sentence
that in no case should any area be closed to the entry
of nationals of other States, to engage in fishing activities.
9. The CHAIRMAN pointed out that neither Mr.
Truman's proclamation nor Mr. Hudson's proposal
stated specifically what would happen if the nationals of a
third State engaged in fishing without conforming to
the established rules. It was, doubtless, to be assumed
that they would be forced to conform.
10. Mr. HUDSON said that, in the first place, that
would be so, but it would then be necessary to include
the States in question in the agreement. The rules could,
moreover, be amended.
11. He added that the zone 200 sea miles wide laid
down in Mr. Francois' proposal seemed to him much
too extensive. He did not see why a coastal State, which
was not engaged in fishing outside its territorial waters,
should have the right to proclaim restrictions for the
protection of the resources of the sea over so vast an area.
12. Mr. FRANCOIS had a further objection to Mr.
Hudson's proposal. It stated that measures necessary
for the protection of the resources of the sea would be
taken in concert by the States whose nationals were
engaged in the fishing. It was, undoubtedly, usual to

See summary record of the 65th meeting, para. 60, et seq.


